Abstract -An efficient numerical code is developed from a full-wave analysis in the Fourier transform domain to determine the characteristics of a single-strip or multistrip coplanar transmission line. Modes of both even and odd symmetries are included. The impedance of the transmission line is calculated using the power-current equivalent model. Coupling constants between the even and the odd modes are also calculated. 
[l] substrates can be effectively used to design single and coupled microstrip transmission lines for operation as low-loss delay lines and filters [5] in the microwave region. These substrates have high dielectric constants ( E = 25) and small loss tangents ( -0.001). The available CAD programs for designing delay lines and filters are inaccurate [5] for substrates with dielectric constants greater than 18. Full-wave analysis of the microstrip lines is necessary for accurate modeling of planar transmission lines with high-dielectric-constant substrates.
The spectral decomposition technique in the Fourier transform domain introduced by Itoh and Mitra [6] , [7] is a very efficient method for the numerical analysis of planar transmission lines. As shown by Jansen [8] , accurate numerical results can be obtained from low-orderdeterminant eigenvalue equations through a proper choice of basis functions to represent the singular edge behavior of the strip currents. We apply this technique to develop a numerical code to run on CRAY to calculate the dispersion characteristics, the impedances, and the coupling
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IEEE Log Number 9101011. DC' 2037s. constants of the odd and even modes of a shielded coupled microstrip transmission line. The general equations of the spectral decomposition method are shown in Section 11. The numerical results for a coupled two-strip shielded transmission line on lanthanum aluminate substrate are discussed in Section Ill and the conclusions are given in Section IV.
GENERAL FORMULATION
A cross-sectional view of the configuration under consideration is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of N, coupled coplanar strips of width 2w and uniform spacing s. The strips are infinitely thin and perfectly conducting. The height of the dielectric substrate (region 1) is d , and the top layer of height d, (region 2) is air. The substrate is assumed to be lossless and nonmagnetic with a relative permittivity E , . The ground planes of the shielded structure are at x = f a and at y = 0, d , +d,. The unit vectors of the coordinate system will be denoted by (i?, , &,., g:). The y axis is perpendicular to the air-dielectric interface, and the z axis is along the direction of wave propagation. We assume that all components of the field and the current density have the same propagation factor e ' ( w r p l ( i z ) , where w is the frequency and p is the propagation constant of the wave. The vacuum permittivity and permeability will be denoted by E , ) and p(,, respectively. The calculation of the field relations for planar transmission line structures is a well-established procedure and the details will not be shown. An impedance dyadic Green's function can be derived [7] to express the surface current dcnsity J ( x , d , ) and f ( /~,~, d , ) is a Fourier transform defined by where k , = (2n -1 ) 7 / 2 a for even modes and k , = ( nl h / a for odd modes ( n being a nonzero positive integer) and tjk,,," is the Kronecker delta. The cosine or the sine Fourier transform in (2) will be used depending on whether f ( x , y ) is an even or an odd function of x. The elements Z,, are given by Z * , ( k n ) = ( C Z , -P'Z,)/(k,Z + P') 
In ( 
where the elements KL4, are given by
Equations (10) and (11) involve only real quantities for propagation in a lossless medium. The set of equations (10) The characteristics of the transmission line can be obtained from the propagation constant, the longitudinal current in the strip, and the power flow in the circuit. We are mainly interested in the propagation of the funda-mental mode, which is TEM-like in character. For these modes, the power-current equivalent model seems to be the most suitable one 
, -
We assume that the total power has the following distribution over the N, strips, as proposed by Jansen [81:
2 -a 0 where P,,,v is the power contributed by the jth strip, H, is the magnetic field excited by the current in the jth strip, and E is the total electric field from all the strips. The impedance associated with the jth strip is defined by L where I, is the longitudinal component of the current in the jth strip, given by -
Substituting (AI), (A3)-(A6), and (A12) in (151, we get
In the case of odd modes, I, = 0 for j = 0 and the definition of impedance in (14) does not apply to the odd modes on the center strip at x = 0. From (12)- (14), it is evident that the total power in the circuit is
The explicit expression for P,,,v can be derived by substituting (A18)-(A20), and (A23)-(A26) in (13):
PkoD where a n Z = P / { k i + p2)1/2, a,,, = k , / { k ; + /32}1/2, and
(20) where D is an arbitrary normalizing length, which may be chosen as the total height of the shielded transmission The normalized Fourier transforms of the strip current components in (18) are defined in (AM) and (A19).
RESULTS
In this paper, we show the results of the numerical computation of the propagation characteristics of the lowest even and odd modes of a two-strip coupled, shielded microstrip transmission line. The propagation characteristics depend on a large number of parameters such as f, d,, d,, a, w, s, and E . Here, we show the variation of the characteristics with certain of these parameters, e.g. frequency (f), width (2w), and separation the separation of the strips increases, the effective dielectric constants for the even modes decrease while those for the odd modes increase. The variation of the impedance ( Z ) with frequency is plotted in Fig. 3 for the same parameters as in Fig. 2 . In general, the impedance increases with frequency. Two opposing factors contribute to the dependence of the impedance on frequency. The effective dielectric constant increases but the effective width of the strips decreases with frequency. At high frequencies, the second factor dominates, resulting in an increase in impedance. At low frequencies, the two effects are nearly equal and the impedance is practically independent of frequency. For the odd modes, a small decrease in impedance occurs at low frequency. Since the electric field lines for the odd modes run also between the strips, the effective width of the strips does not decrease with frequency as rapidly as in the case of the even modes. and Z on the strip separation is shown in detail in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively at f = 10
GHz for three different strip widths. For both even and odd modes, eeff shows oscillatory behavior at very small values of s and then changes very slowly as s increases. The region of the oscillatory behavior decreases as the width of the strip decreases. The impedance of the even modes, also, shows oscillations at small s opposite to that for eeff and then slowly decreases with an increase in s.
The impedance for the odd modes always increases with the strip separation. For both types of modes, the effective dielectric constant increases and the impedance decreases with an increase in the strip width.
The coupling constant between the even and the odd modes of the coupled transmission line is shown in Figs, 6 and 7. These parameters are important for designing filters. The coupling constant is defined by K = (pe,Z,, -/30dZod)/(Pe,Z,, + PodZod), where the subscripts "ev" and "od" denote even and odd modes, respectively. coupling loss as a function of frequency passes through a minimum at each s. The minimum loss increases but the corresponding frequency decreases with an increase in s.
For s = 12.7 pm, the minimum coupling loss of -3.9 dB occurs at f = 70 GHz whereas the minimum coupling loss is -10.5 dB at f = 60 GHz when s = 254.0 pm. In Fig. 7 , the coupling constant is plotted as a function of s for different frequencies. At each frequency the coupling loss increases with an increase in the strip separation but for a fixed strip separation the coupling loss first decreases and then increases as the frequency is increased.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an efficient numerical code for calculating the propagation characteristics of single and coupled microstrip transmission lines from a full-wave analysis in the Fourier transform domain. The numerical code is applicable to transmission lines with high-dielectric-constant substrate. The code will be very useful in designing extremely low loss delay lines and filters fabricated with high-temperature superconducting strips on lanthanum aluminate or gallate substrate. In high-dielectric-constant substrates, the effective dielectric constant and the impedance of the coupled transmission lines show oscillatory behavior with changes in strip separation when the separation is very small. Such small separations should be avoided in the design of delay lines and filters.
APPENDIX 1
A suitable set of basis functions satisfying the edge conditions term by term is required to represent the strip current components for efficient numerical computation. For this purpose we choose the set of basis functions proposed by Jansen [8] to express the current distribution for a planar transmission line with N, symmetrically placed strips [13] , [14] . For the even modes, we may write (sup-pressing the propagation factor ei(ot-pz) ) tions in (A3)-(A6) are given, respectively, by
where n, = ( N , -1)/2 or N, /2 for odd or even number of strips, respectively and m, and m, are the number of basis functions for J, and 1,. The distance of the center of the jth strip from the origin is denoted by x,. For symmetrically placed strips, we have
The terms in square brackets in (Al) are to be included , Ixl<w
T 2 m ( X ) = In (A4), q , , ( x ) = 0, but we keep this function for the proper pairing of t l m and T~~ to avoid numerical instability. From (2), the Fourier transforms of the basis func-As before, the terms in square bracket in (A10) and (All) are to be included when N , is odd and refer to the strip with its center at the origin ( j = 0).
Since the symmetry for the odd modes is given by I -( -x)= -J z ( x ) and Jk(-n)= J , ( x ) , we may use the following expansions to represent J , and J , for these modes:
with the following Fourier transforms: ,,n6:ln(k,,) ] + c c ( C / , , 1 6 Z , n ( k , l ) [
('415 1
To develop a concise notation, we intrqduce two scts of generalized basis functions, ,G,(k,,) and (,l(kll), of dimensions M = m,n, and N = m w n s , respectively. For the even modes, the set , G, ] is formed by arranging the elements . . . ,~l , , l c o s ( k , , x , ) 2 ; . . , M , m = l , 2 ; . . , m Z , q = 1 , 2 ; . . . . . , j j l , ( k,)sin(k,,n,) ,...I (~1 7 ) where the indices p , q , m , 1, and j have the same range as in (A14). In conformity with the above notation, we combine the expansion coefficients a,,; . ., bJm into a set A,, (dimension M ) and the coefficients c,,; . ., d,/ into another set B, (dimension N ) . Thus, (AlO), ( A l l ) and (A14), (A15) for the strip currents in the Fourier transform domain assume the forms (k,x) and where the upper and the lower terms inside the curly brackets refer to even and odd modes respectively. Under reflection in the yz plane, the symmetries of the even modes are $,-odd, ILe-even while the odd-mode symmetries are *,-even, Ge'-odd. All field components can be expressed in terms of 9' are $' [15] . The x and y dependences are chosen so that the tangential components of E arid the normal components of H vanish on the metal enclosure at x = k a, y = 0, h. For even modes k , = (2n -1 )~/ 2 a , and for odd modes k, = ( n -1 )~/ a . r, and r2 are given in (9). in (A241 and (A25) refers to even (odd) modes. To obtain the contribution to E or H from the current in the j t h strip only, we have to replace j,,, and j,,, in (A241 and (A2.5) by j,.,(n) and j z ,(n), respectively, from (A19) and (A20).
